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A tree with strong roots laugh
at storms-Malay proverb
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Roomi S. Hayat
Chief Executive Officer
root level are the core
of all development
initiatives.
Since its inception IRM
has experienced many
ups and downs, but it is
the hard work and
dedication of its team
that IRM has achieved
so many milestones
and we will continue our
hard work to explore
new horizons. Our initiative of IRM Smart School
is flourishing by each
passing day and we
It is my privilege to
share the IRM’s Annual have managed to
bring more than 2000
Report 2017-18. IRM is
children from streets to
one of the leading
capacity development schools. Through interventions in the area of
institutes in Asia. The
Annual Report provides Social Mobilization
an opportunity to reflect Education, Health,
Environment and Natuon the significance of
work carried out by IRM. ral Resource ManageThe report highlights the ment, climate change
and Livelihood. Right
contributions that IRM
from beginning our
has made in assisting
interest was not just to
the transformation of
provide training but it
thousands of lives
specifically from rural
communities. IRM has
also strived to build a
strong team of development professionals
who recognize that the
communities at grass-

was to change and
bring dynamics in
people’s life. In 25
years, we have trained
approximately 1.1
million people. Uniqueness of IRM is that it
helps people to realize
their true potential and
understand their comparative advantage,
once they do that world
changes for them.
This Annual Report
documents our evolution and our strategic
objectives. I invite you
to have a look for yourself and see just what
IRM is today – nearly 25
years after its establishment. I hope you will
enjoy reading this
report.
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About IRM
IRM is one of the most recognized largest
capacity development and learning facility
in the not-for-profit sector in Pakistan. Over
the period of over 25 years, IRM has developed the capacity of approximately one
point one million professionals and reached
out to more than seven hundred thousand
families. IRM has the distinction of developing the capacity of professionals in more
than 20 countries. IRM has undertaken
multi-sectoral projects and has varied
experience of working with UN agencies,
INGOs, public sector organizations and
other bilateral and multi-lateral agencies
locally and internationally. IRM has been the
epicenter of innovation and excellence in
the field of capacity development and

technical education in the country.
Our dedication is to provide the right education and training has always stemmed
from our commitment to eradicating poverty and inequality, bettering the lives of
millions across the country. IRM also has the
distinction of being the training and capacity building arm of the Rural Support
Programmes network. Its expertise and
outreach are further enhanced by partnerships and alliances that have been forged
with organizations and institutions (including
local partners and government line departments) that support it in achieving its goals
and objectives.

Our goal
Our goal remains providing essential tools
of learning, and creating greater opportunities for the vulnerable, we at IRM trust the
innate capacity of every individual to
achieve an honorable and sustainable
source of livelihood, improving their own
lives and those of others.

IRM is committed towards building the
capacities and strengthening the skills and
knowledge of both rural communities and
urban professionals thereby unlocking and
maximizing their human, social and economic potential.
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IRM Presence in Pakistan

61

IRM Smart Schools

IRM VTECs

Key Achievements
1.1 million individuals trained
70% men and 30% women
•
•
•
•

The only partner of ITC-ILO in Asia
IRM has conducted trainings in more than 20 countries
IRM has been declared center of excellence by UN economic
commission for Asia and Pacific
94% participants belonged to rural areas

Year at Glance
10,805
people trained

4,065
youth trained

56
type of trainings
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Our Partners

Government of Pakistan

Government of Punjab

Government of KP

Government of Balochistan

University of Massachusettes, USA

Government of Sindh
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Social Mobilization
Training Programme
SMTP is serving the prime objective
of IRM i.e. Capacity building for the
purpose of developing expertise
through fostering and upgrading
the technical as well as managerial
skills of professionals from diverse
range of organizations as well as
community members at grass root
level.
The activities of the programme are
most pronounced in the field of
social mobilization, participatory
development, rural development,
micro-finance, human resource
management/ development and
organizational development for
rural communities.

Community Training
Programme
A vital constituent of the Community Training
Programme is to ensure that rural men and
women learn core work skills that equip
them for wide variety of potential jobs.
Training are designed with the aim of
improving productivity and raising incomes
thereby increasing access to equitable
employment opportunities and better living
standards. The main focus of these trainings
is to build self-confidence and instill a sense
of self-reliance in the community.
The Community Training Programme offers a
wide range of training portfolios for the
members of Community Organization who
are either working with NRSP, RSP’s or independently and various NGO’s or are fostered
by government agencies, UN or donor
organizations.
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Professional Development Programme
The Professional Development Programme (PDP) at IRM offers programmes on evolving
Leadership and Management concepts to the contemporary managers & professionals. It
prepares them to face emerging challenges of professional environment by interacting with
experienced faculty and fellow participants. PDP also focuses on ethics and value-based
management.

Vocational Training
Programme

Vocational and Technical Education, for unemployed rural
poor, is the key to income generation and better employment
opportunities. Recent experiments in the developing world
have proved that employable
technical skills have a positive
impact on the economic
growth rate. Before initiating
any Vocational Training
Programme, it is imperative that
needs of the industrial and
agricultural sector be studied in
detail and courses pertaining to
vocational training be defined
in accordance with that, so as
to benefit the economy and the
individual.

Institutional Capacity
Building

Training for Institutional Capacity
Building at IRM consists of a
series of planned events
designed to improve performance at individual, organizational and sectoral levels.
Various workshops, seminars and
exposure visits are designed for
professionals from the nonprofit sector, donor agencies,
government organizations
corporate sector and the staff
of NRSP and other RSPs. IRM has
also has had the experience of
training participants from South
Asian regional countries.

Health:

Empowering the
poor community
members through
enhancing their
capacities in health
has been an important initiative of IRM
with the necessary
guidance to
enable them to
develop and flourish sustainably in
the longer run.
Water & Sanitation:
Access to clean
water and effective
sanitation has a
catalytic effect on
many aspects of
human development, being essential for a healthy
population and
environmental sustainability.
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Environment and Natural
Resource Management
It is a specialized programme enables the target group
by enhancing their capabilities and understanding with
focus on sustainable resource management for the protection and rehabilitation of the environment and the
productive utilization of natural resources at the local
level.
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Innovation center
for education

Business
development services

ICE was established in 2005 to
design and deliver training to
primary school teachers. The
objective is to make them
effective facilitators in the class
room. The ICE also develops
supplementary teaching
guides and teaching materials
to inspire and empower teachers to become better educators

IRM has been conducting
various training events through
Entrepreneurship Skills / Business
Development Services (BDS) on
Entrepreneurship skills for the
community as well as for the
staff of various organizations
working for the rural youth and
is involved in assisting and
guiding the new young
micro-entrepreneurs in developing effective and sustainable small-scale enterprises.

Gender
Development

It is one of the core areas at
IRM. IRM has trained over a
thousand men and women in
gender focused training programmes which focus on
current issues such as gender
needs & equity and gender
mainstreaming. The workshops
also address the growing
concerns and requirements of
motivated women professionals and aim to develop and
strengthen their leadership skill

Major Projects
Pakistan Reading Project

The PRP (Pakistan Reading
Project) is a USAID (United
States Agency for International
Development) funded intervention being implemented in
Pakistan through a consortium
of implementing partners
(including Creative Associates
International, World Learning,
and Institute of Rural Management) led by IRC (International
Rescue Committee). IRM is

implementing this project
in newly merged tribal
District and Balochistan.
In Balochistan, CPD activities were initiated in the
cohort-3 districts of
Balochistan; Kech, Panjgoor, Gwadar, Kharan,
Noshki and Kalat. The
team successfully
achieved its target of
starting TIG meetings after
completing the target of
162 TIG formation, selection of 100 mentors,
conduction of 6-day face
to face workshops for 100
(Male 63, Female 37)
mentors and 5-day face
to face workshops for
selected 948 (Male: 505,

09

Female: 443) grade-1
teachers. During the
reporting year total 159
(Male:93 Female: 66) TIG
facilitators of cohort-3
oriented on their role and
responsibilities at cluster
level. The teams also
distributed PRP Reading
Learning Material (RLM) in
865 schools, 948 teachers, 100 mentors and
14375 students of
Grade-1. Target of 223
Monthly TIG meetings
were also successfully
achieved with 95% participation rate of teachers in
cohort-3 districts.
Cohort 1 and 2 districts
remained actively
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involved in achieving their targets of organizing
452 & 471 QTIG meetings in Cohort-1 & Cohort-2
respectively. Overall participation rate in QTIG
meetings remained 86% and 85% in cohort-1&2
respectively. The district team providing
need-based support visits in cohort-1 & 2 districts.
All of the districts of the two cohorts also completed 100% RLM distribution to target schools and
held 100% Quarterly Meetings in the 11 districts of
cohort-1 &2 during the reporting period. Provincial
and district teams took part in review and way
forward workshop with the Senior Management.
The two-day activity proved very helpful in envisioning actions necessary for improving the status
of province on EGRA (Early Grade Reading
Assessment) end line assessment. In continuation
of the same, all the SSAs and DPMs (District
Program Manager) of cohort-1 and 2 participated in a 3-day capacity building workshop on
enhancing the quality of activities taking place in
the districts.
The PRP Balochistan also carried out enrollment
survey in 2290 schools of cohort-1,2 & 3 and
conducted language mapping survey in 6
In newly merged tribal District during the reportdistricts of cohort-3.
ing year, work plan activities were being implemented in Phase-I (Bajaur and Mohmand) and
Phase-II (Khyber, Kurram, Orakzai and FR
D.I.Khan) agencies / FR of FATA including monthly
TIG (Teachers Inquiry Group) meetings, SSVs
(School Support Visits), distribution of RLM (Reading Learning Material) in schools (in Phase-I agencies) and organization of teachers training (in
Phase-II agencies). A total number of 1734 of
schools were selected for PRP interventions in
FATA including 1,081 boys and 653 girls schools.
The project trained 337 mentors (214 male and
123 female) and 1,526 teachers (1,025 male
and 501 female), 185 head teachers (136 male
and 49 female), 32 academic supervisors (25
male and 7 female) and 4 reading specialists (all
male) of both Phase-I and Phase-II districts.
Furthermore, 82,807 copies (including big books,
work books, lesion plans TIG modules, flash cards
etc.) of TLM were distributed among PRP mentors,
teachers, head teachers, academic supervisors
and reading specialists. As part of the continues
professional development, TIG meetings, support
visits and quarterly review meetings are being
regularly conducted.
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Sindh Union Council Community
Economic Strengthening Support Programme
The Sindh Union Council and Economic
Strengthening Support (SUCCESS) Programme
builds upon the experiences of the Union Council Based Poverty Reduction Programme (UCBPRP) of Government of Sindh (GoS). SUCCESS is
aiming at supporting GoS in developing its local
Community Driven Development (CDD) policy
and allowing for a wider geographical outreach
and providing financial means for important
impact in rural Sindh. The specific objective of
the SUCCESS Programme is to reduce poverty
through undertaking CDD based on RSPs’
proven social mobilization approach. Living
conditions are expected to improve by building
the local social capital for better access to
basic social, economic services and providing
access to income generating and diversification activities.
The SUCCESS Programme is funded by the
European Union (EU) and is being implemented
by three-member RSPs working in Sindh, namely,
Sindh Rural Support Organization (SRSO), Thardeep Rural Development Programme (TRDP), and
National Rural Support Programme (NRSP). The
SUCCESS Programme covers eight out of the 24
districts of the Sindh province.

Institute of Rural Management is imparting
vocational and technical training to participants
in Tando Muhammad Khan, Sujawal, Matiari,
and Tando Allahyar.
So far under this project training in different
market driven employable skills is under process
which include Beautician, Adda work, Agriculture and crop Management, Applique work,
Bakery Products, Burka-Hijaab making, Car
Driving, Computer Skills training, Hand Embroidery, home based livestock farming, chips/kheecha making, Machine embroidery, Mobile
phone repairing, motorcycle repairing.
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Long Term Agreement with UNICEF
UNICEF awarded Long Term Agreement (LTA) for
the year 2018-2019 to IRM after the successful
implementation of the last six year’s activities.
The main objective is to create an efficient
system of training services required by the Polio
section of UNICEF in all provinces of Pakistan. It
also enabled IRM to offer its training services on
a large scale. As part of the LTA, IRM is responsible for strengthening the capacity of the field
staff especially Area In-charge (AICs) and Polio
teams so that they have an in-depth understanding of their work. A total of 3157 AICs,
polio teams (2648 men and 509 women) have
been trained in the last financial year.

Punjab Youth Workforce
Development Project
The Punjab Youth Workforce
Development (PYWD) is a
three-year project that aims
to train and provide employment for youth, currently in
Multan, Lodhran, Muzaffargarh and Bahawalpur districts
in South Punjab. The PYWD
Project will help enhance

socially constructive attitudes
among the youth and enable
employment opportunities for
10,000 youth including 35%
women. The objectives of the
project are:
• To provide vocational training
and create employment opportunities for youth in focus districts of

Punjab.
• To build the capacity
of youth-serving institutions
for skill training.
• To mobilize local communities for youth development.
Being a training specialized organization Institute
of Rural Management is
responsible for equipping
the identified youth with
vocational and entrepreneurship skills and to
strengthen the institutional
capacity of public and
private TVET institutes to
support them in providing
updated and market-driven courses that equip
youth with skills that will
allow them to take advantage of emerging job
opportunities.
Institutional Capacity
Building component is
being carried out in collaboration with PVTC and
TEVTA. So far 20 institutes

including 11 institutes of TEVTA, 8 institutes of
PVTC and 1 industrial home has been provided
equipment and training for teachers and management support under this component. This
support was provided as result of identification,
shortlisting and Institutional Capacity Building
Plaining process. Upgradation of curriculum is
also part of this component and under this
segment on course of PVTC was selected on
the bases of demands and justification provided by PVTC. Curriculum of Clinical Assistant has
been upgraded, Training of Trainers was conducted and finally the curriculum is in the process of printing.
Skills are central to improve employability and
livelihood opportunities, reduce poverty,
enhance productivity and promote environmentally sustainable development. It is also
important to understand that with changing
times, rural livelihoods are becoming diversified.
Coordinated efforts are needed to develop an
integrated approach that improves access to
relevant, good quality education and training
to all rural women and men. Keeping in mind
the challenge, IRM under PYWD project estab-
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lish 9 field-based training centers in the underserved rural areas with an objective to provide
quality training in market driven skills to prepare
the selected youth for the local as well as urban
markets. In first phase the courses of Commercial Tailoring, Chunery Work, Chester Making,
Hand Embroidery, Khussa Making, Bridal
Making, Driving and Day Care Attendant were
started in these field centers. The trained youth
is also being supported in developing their
business plans and are being linked with the
market as well. So far 79 young females have
completed their training and 146 male and
females are under training.
The PYWD project has a target to micro finance
potential entrepreneurs to help them manage
and sustain small business within their localities.
For this purpose, IRM started providing training
to potential youth with entrepreneurship training
to orient and guide them to do effective management of the loan amount to be provided to
them. This entrepreneurship training has been
provided to 417 young people of target districts
including 169 women and 248 men.
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Market & Employment Project
IRM signed a four-month agreement with Helvetas Swiss Intercooperation and conducted Welding
training for men and Embroidery Training for women and trained 49 participants. The training
comprised of three months in house training and one-month apprenticeship in the field

Gwadar Lasbela Livelihood
Support Project
Gwadar Lasbela Livelihoods Support Project
(GLLSP) is implemented by IRM in District
Gwadar and Lasbela of Baluchistan, Pakistan.
This project aims to impart vocational training
skills to rural communities in different trades. As
part of the project, mobile vocational centers
have been established in the target area for
the successful delivery of field training to the
community. Beneficiary of these trainings
include both men and women. During this
financial year. 1684 participants (1487 men
and 197 women) have been trained in different trades which include tailoring, motor cycle
repairing, plumbing, building electrician, fish
net making, motor boat engine repairing,
balochi embroidery and car driving.

Decent Livelihood &
Transformative
Development Initiative
IRM signed an agreement with Islamic Relief
Pakistan for conducting vocational skills training
for the men and women of Tribal KP under this
agreement IRM has trained 50 women and 75
men in different trades which included Tailoring, wool knitting, auto mechanic, auto electrician, electric motor winding and motorcycle
mechanic, for women IRM VTEC – Azakhail
have established Training Center in North
Waziristan whereas Men participants were
trained at VTEC -Azakhail
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According to an agreement with Helvetas Swiss
Inter-cooperation IRM has conducted an Institutional
and Market assessment covering the following objectives. An assessment of priority skills
needs in the priority economic sectorscategorized into skill types and levels.
Identify main actors of vocational/skill
development education in FATA and KPK
and their overall role in the system (e.g.
TVETA, NEVTTC, SDC, Trade Testing Board
(TTB), Board of Technical Education (BTE)
etc.) What are the predicaments which
inhibit growth in the sector i.e. financial
service non availability, government policy,
non-availability of locally available of skilled
worker, conventional way of doing business.

Identify the most employable skills training
courses that can be offered in TVET institutes
or service providers (both public and
private). Identify what types of jobs are
available in the market and what type of
training courses are required to fulfill the
market demand with particular focus on
What are the most needed occupations/skills required for which industries face
shortage or mostly in demand but easily
available. What are the skills that can fetch
high wages both for self as well as wage
employees? What are the innovative trades
be adopted as profession?
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Sustainable livestock development
for rural Sindh project
Japan International
Cooperation Agency
launched a project
known as the Sustainable
Livestock Development
for Rural Sindh in 2014.
The master plan study
was carried out on
livestock, meat and dairy
development for Sindh
province in Pakistan. The
main target of this project
is enhancement departmental capacity of
livestock department. To
manage this project, a
no. of trainings i.e. SOP
(Standard Operation
Procedures), Design PC-I,
Social Mobilization,
Project Cycle Manage-

ment, Strategic Planning of Project, communication skills, conflict resolution, project
monitoring & evaluation, leadership, decision making, reporting
and entrepreneurship
development are
delivered to achieve
the major objective of
this project.
IRM in collaboration
with JICA is implementing the series of
capacity building for
human resource of
Sindh livestock department under Sustainable Livestock Development Project. IRM has

Adolescent and Adult Learning
and Training Programme
In collaboration with
Sindh Education Foundation (SEF), IRM is
implementing Adolescent and Adult Learning
and Training Program
(AALTP) for adolescents
and adults who have
missed out the opportunity to get education.
The AALTP has an aim to
provide accelerated
formal primary education for vulnerable adolescents and basic
functional literacy for
adults together with a
certified Skill Develop-

ment / Vocational Training course for each
learner so as to enable
them by providing them
with varying opportunities
of human capital development and socio-economic growth. This project is being implemented by IRM in District
Mirpurkhas and District
Jamshoro of Sindh.
Currently IRM has
enrolled 1220 learners in
6 centers comprising of
810 registered adolescent and 410 adults.

successfully conducted all 3 series and on the
basis of best quality of training delivery, the 4th
year has also been awarded to IRM. So far IRM
has trained 163 participants which include 31
women and 132 men.

YES I DO
IRM, is contributing into SDGs # 1, 2, 5 & 8
through initiation Yes I Do project in 2 Districts of
Sindh i. e Sanghar and Umerkot with the target to
empower 130 young girls (17 to 19 years). The
project is aimed at empowering young girls
through skill development and entrepreneurship
and making them aware on their basic human
and legal rights. The project also helped the
Government to implement the Sindh Child Marriage Restraint Act 2014 through mass awareness
on this law and its rules of business 2016.

IRM trained 170 young girls of Sanghar
and Umerkot in different marketable
trades and linked them with the industry including the MFIs for their financial
support to kick start their business.
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Prime Minister Youth Skills Development Programme
IRM, being a national level capacity building institute is always on forefront to support public
and private sectors to initiate the skill development programs and complete successfully for the
youth to access dignified jobs or self-employment to contribute in economy of Pakistan.
The Prime Minister Youth Skill Development Program (PMYSDP) is one of the unique interventions
that contribute in economic empowerment of youth.
In District Jamshoro, IRM is the key partner of this program and has successfully completed the
training of 300 young boys who are now on their path towards prosperity.

Livelihood through Skill Development
Thar, the rich and fertile land, remained in
the chains of the issues of livelihood for the
years and it also remained untouched
properly for the alternate options of their
livelihood in droughts, floods or any other
calamities.
IRM, stepped into the land of Thar for supporting their livelihood through Skill Develop-

ment initiatives. Under the RDF's (Research &
Development Foundation) Livelihood project of WHH, IRM initiated the skill development. More than 370 participants (291 men
and 79 women) have been trained to
ensure their sustainable livelihood during
the days of drought or other natural disasters.
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IRM Silver Jubilee Celebrations
Institute of Rural Management marked 6th March 2018 as the day of its 25 years in the service of
rural communities and development professionals. It was a moment of the utmost pleasure and
thankfulness for IRM that its journey of excellence in the service of rural communities and development professionals, continues to reach into its 25th year. Board members of IRM, IG Motorway
police Dr. Syed Kaleem Imam, Ex-staff members of IRM and IRM partners were present to witness
Silver Jubilee Celebrations of IRM.

Silver Jubilee
Convention
Silver Jubilee Convention comprised
of glimpses of 25 years of IRM, IRM
Smart School tableau, Speech by
CEO-IRM Mr. Roomi Saeed Hayat,
Speech by Chairman IRM Dr. Hamayun Khan, Speech by Chairman RSPN
Mr. Shoaib Sultan Khan and speeches by IRM staff, donors, vocational
and professional trainees and partners of IRM.

Exhibition
On 6th March 2018 as a part of silver
jubilee celebrations of IRM, exhibition
was organized in which products of
vocational centers of IRM were
displayed. Other than IRM, 7 different
organizations displayed their products in exhibition along with it 6 food
stalls presented a variety of Pakistani
and fast food cuisine.

Burial of time
capsule
Celebrating its 25 years a diverse
event was held named as ‘Burial of
Time Capsule’. No such burial of time
capsule has been done in history of
Pakistan. IRM has buried this time
capsule for 25 years with multiple
items of the present to give projection to future people of IRM, time
capsule will be opened on golden
jubilee celebrations of IRM in 2043.
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MOU with UMASS

MOU Bahria University
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MOU CEMVO Scotland

Partnerships
IRM was able to achieve a major milestone in partnerships, IRM signed memorandum of understanding nationally and internationally. MOU was signed with Bahria University, CEMVO Scotland and
University of Massachusetts Amherst.

Summer Internship Programme
Internship at IRM is a great opportunity for the young
and fresh university graduates for inculcating and
enhancing their skills through orientation and practical field exposure about development issues and
poverty dynamics.
From many years IRM initiated and completed
six-week Summer Internship Programmes. in July,
2018 IRM provided a platform to 12 students from
different educational institutions to get an exposure
of the professional life.

Corporate Social Responsibility
People are the real wealth of nations- and education enables them to lead a more productive life.
IRM believes in the philosophy of “Investing in people’s knowledge to promote development”.
Keeping this in view IRM has established Smart Schools to bring street children from vulnerable and
disadvantaged families to impart them low cost but quality primary education.
IRM has currently established 61 smart schools in
neglected regions of Sindh, Punjab and Islamabad.
Currently more than 2000 students are enrolled in
these schools. As part of social initiative fund, IRM is
paying monthly salaries to teachers to make them
earn decent livelihood for their families. In addition,
IRM is training teachers in multi grade teaching
methodologies. IRM is also raising donations to
provide school uniform, books, bag and a monthly
health check-up camp for students.
There are millions of children on the street which are
unable to get proper education, it is a huge challenge to educate them all. However, with the support from donor like you there is a possibility that
these children can lead a happy and prosperous
life.

Finance & Accounts
IRM has successfully maintained accounts in accordance with approved accounting standards
as applicable in Pakistan. IRM is following the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS),
issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) notified under the Companies
Ordinance, 1984. IRM maintains separate ledger accounts and bank accounts for all the projects. Ernst & Young Ford Rhodes Sidat Hyder are the auditors of IRM.

Highlights (Pak rupees in millions)

107.75
Grants recognized 372.6
Other operating income 61.7
Training Income

542.0

Expenditure Distribution

12%

12%

69%
19%
88%

Programme Expenditure

Operating Expenditure

Training

Grants

Other

Board of Directors
Dr. Humayun Khan - Chairman IRM
Dr. Humayun Khan was educated at the prestigious Bishop Cotton School in Simla, India
and later at Edwardes College Peshawar and at Trinity College, Cambridge. He holds an
honours degree and an MA from Cambridge University. He was called to the Bar from
Lincoln’s Inn, London in 1954. Later, he earned another MA and a Doctorate from the
University of Southern California, Los Angeles. He joined the then Civil Service of Pakistan (CSP) in 1955 and served as Assistant Commissioner, Tank; Assistant Commissioner,
Nowshera; Deputy Commissioner, Bannu; Political Agent, North Waziristan and Political
Agent, Malakand.

Shoaib Sultan Khan - Chairman NRSP Holding Company
Shoaib Sultan Khan is one of the pioneers of rural development programmes in Pakistan. As a CSP Oﬃcer, he worked with the Government of Pakistan for 25 years, later
on he served Geneva based Aga Khan Foundation for 12 years, then UNICEF and UNDP
for 14 years. Since his retirement, he has been involved with the Rural Support
Programmes (RSPs) of Pakistan full-time, on voluntary basis. Today, the Rural Support
Programmes have helped form over 400,000 community organisations in more than
120 districts.
Dr. Rashid Bajwa - CEO NRSP Holding Company
Dr. Rashid Bajwa is an eminent development professional and is leading the only countrywide development programme (National Rural Support Programme) in Pakistan. He
holds an MPH degree from the UK and an MBBS from Pakistan. Dr. Bajwa is a founding
member of the NRSP Microﬁnance Bank. He is also serving as the Chairman of the Pakistan Microﬁnance Network and is a member of Board of Directors of many organizations.

Roomi Saeed Hayat - CEO Institute of Rural Management
Roomi Saeed Hayat holds multiple degrees including a Master’s of Science in Mechanical Engineering from New Jersey Institute of Technology, USA and another Master
degree in Rural Sociology from the NWFP University of Agriculture.. He is currently a
Doctoral Candidate in Anthropology (Quaid-e-Azam University. He has over 30 years of
experience working in the Government and Non-Government sectors of Pakistan. Mr.
Hayat is the founding Chairman of Human Resource Development Network (HRDN) and
also serves as the Vice Chairman of Akhtar Hameed Khan Resource Center (AHKRC).

Dr. Shahida Jaﬀrey - Member BOD
The ﬁrst woman Vice Chancellor/Founder of the Sardar Bahadur Khan Women’s University in Balochistan, Dr. Shahida Jaﬀrey holds a PhD in Education. She was the Chairperson of Behbud Balochistan. She has also served as the Member of Board of Security and
Exchanges Commission of Pakistan.

Mr. Fazalullah Qureshi - Member BOD
Mr. Fazalullah Qureshi holds MA Economics from the Sindh University and a Certiﬁcate in
Development Economics from Glasgow University UK. He has completed Fellowship in
Development Economics from World Bank’s Economic Development Institute (EDI) Washington. Mr. Qureshi was appointed as the Vice Chairman National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA) and has served as the Federal Secretary Planning & Development
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